Abstract-In this paper, we present a fusion rule for distributed multihypothesis decision systems where communication patterns among sensors are given and the fusion center may also observe data. It is a specific form of the most general fusion rule, independent of statistical characteristics of observations and decision criteria, and thus, is called a unified fusion rule of the decision system. To achieve globally optimum performance, only sensor rules need to be optimized under the proposed fusion rule for the given conditional distributions of observations and decision criterion. Following this idea, we present a systematic and efficient scheme for generating optimum sensor rules and hence, optimum fusion rules, which reduce computation tremendously as compared with the commonly used exhaustive search. Numerical examples are given, which support the above results and provide a guideline on how to assign sensors to nodes in a signal detection networks with a given communication pattern. In addition, performance of parallel and tandem networks is compared.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE DISTRIBUTED decision problem continues to attract much research interest, as evidenced by recent publications such as [1] - [21] . This is because a system with multiple sensors has many advantages over one with a single sensor, such as, the increase in the reliability, robustness, and survivability of the system [4] , [9] .
Consider the following distributed system. Each local sensor observes data and possibly a number of compressed binary messages (information bits) from other sensors simultaneously; it locally fuses/compresses all its data and received messages, which are then transmitted to other sensors; finally, the sensor at the top level node (i.e., the fusion center) in the network makes a final decision by combining all the received information using some fusion (final decision) rule. Communications between each sensor and the fusion center, as well as among sensors are permitted. These networks are of a parallel, tandem, or, their hybrid-tree-topology and thus, are more general than those considered in [1] - [14] , formulated in [15] and [16] , and reviewed in [17] and [18] . To optimize the performance of the system globally, it is customary to find an optimum fusion rule from all possible fusion rules (see the formulation in [16] and [18] ) and then determine the corresponding set of optimal local sensor compression rules under a given communication pattern. Usually, to evaluate the merits of two different fusion rules, we determine the two corresponding sets of optimal sensor rules and then compare the two final costs. However, the number of possible fusion rules increases exponentially with the number of sensors or the number of bits received by the fusion center. An exhaustive method obviously is computationally intractable.
To the authors' knowledge, however, there has been hardly any theoretical result on how to find a globally optimum fusion rule more efficiently.
In [1] , we discussed the optimal sensor rules for a fixed fusion rule and unified fusion rules in a parallel binary Bayesian decision system, where no communications among local sensors are permitted, without the commonly used data independence assumption. In this paper, we extend the results to the aforementioned general distributed multihypothesis decision system. When the network architecture and its communication pattern are given, we propose a unified fusion rule, which is actually a specific form of the most general fusion rule, as it is independent of the statistical characteristics of observations and decision criteria. To achieve the globally optimum performance, we now only need to optimize sensor rules under this single fusion rule for the given conditional distribution of observations and decision criterion. In other words, this rule is optimum if the sensor rules are optimized. This reflects a huge saving in computation. For example, for a three-sensor 4-ary parallel decision system with a total of ten sensor bits, using the proposed unified fusion rule, we only need to optimize the ten sensor bits to achieve the globally optimum performance. Using the exhaustive search, however, we need to compare more than trillions of sensor bits because there are different fusion rules! While the above network decision systems are also discussed in the literature [15] - [18] , no alternative to the intractable exhaustive search for a globally optimum fusion rule from a large number of possible fusion rules has been proposed prior to this work.
Performance comparisons between the parallel and tandem networks were presented in [15] and [17] , where the main conclusions are: In the two-sensor case the tandem network is dominant; in the case with more than two sensors, one does not dominate the other in general, but the parallel network outperforms the tandem network asymptotically as the number of sensors goes to infinity, although the number of sensors at which the parallel network becomes superior is not known. In this paper, we give a more reasonable and precise comparison. For instance, we conclude that the aforementioned asymptotic superiority of the parallel network to the tandem network does not hold generally.
We also provide a number of numerical examples. They support the above results and illustrate how to assign compression rates to local sensors by comparing their signal-to-noise ratios -a lower compression rate should be assigned to a sensor with a larger SNR. The examples also demonstrate that a parallel network outperforms a tandem network while detecting a Gaussian signal in Gaussian noise.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formulate the problems associated with the three types of network decision systems. In Section III, we discuss unified fusion rules under different information structures for distributed decision systems. Section IV is dedicated to an iterative algorithm for searching for optimal sensor compression rules given a fusion rule for a general distributed -ary decision problem. In Section V, a performance comparison between the parallel and tandem networks with the same amount of communication is presented. In Section VI, several numerical examples are given, which substantiate the analytic results in the previous sections. Finally, we provide conclusions in Section VII.
II. REPRESENTATIONS OF NETWORK STRUCTURES AND DECISION RULES
In this section, we consider two types of elementary distributed systems: parallel and tandem.
A. Parallel Network
The parallel network is a basic information structure of a distributed decision system. We consider a distributed decision problem with hypotheses, , and sensors, , with multiple observation data in space . A set of local compression rules, , where compresses data to information bits at each sensor . Obviously, binary digits can correspond to different integers, that is, the th sensor quantizes its observation to possibly different integers. Then the local sensors transmit their compressed binary messages . . . to a fusion center . Let be the total information bits. Upon the receipt of the local message (an tuple), , the fusion center makes a final decision under some fusion rule (see Fig. 1 ).
We denote the above information structure by (1) where denotes that all sensors inside "{}" are in parallel without mutual communications and "
" means that sensor compresses its observation to information bits. Moreover, "
" implies that each sensor in "{}" transmits information bits to the fusion center , where an -ary decision is made. In addition, assume that known conditional probability density functions are of arbitrary forms.
A fusion rule of for a parallel network is given by an -valued function (2) In practice, we could build one of the sensors, say, , and the fusion center in the same station to save communication between this sensor and the fusion center. We call such a network a modified parallel network (see Fig. 2 ). The corresponding expression is (3) In this structure, we do not care how large is because no transmission is required for sensor . Furthermore, when , where is an integer, we can also regard sensor , which compresses its received information to bits, as an intermediate node in the network, and accordingly view the fusion rule as a local compression rule. Also, note that the results on the unified fusion rule in [1] depend not on any cost functional but only on the set of final decision partitions of the joint observation space generated by this fusion rule together with all possible local compression rules. This point of view is useful for dealing 
B. Tandem Network
The sensor network is a team of sensors in tandem. That is, the first sensor compresses its observation data to information bits and transmits them to the second sensor . Then due to communication bandwidth limit, compresses its observation and the received message to bits and transmits them to the next sensor , and so on. This is repeated until the th sensor . The last sensor uses its observation together with the received message to make a final -ary decision under a fusion rule . In this model, sensor and the fusion center are co-located (see Fig. 3 ).
Notice that is also a binary function, which will be referred to as a local fusion rule of sensor and can be expressed equivalently (see [1] where " " means that sensor compresses its own data and the received bits to bits and transmits them to the next sensor . Similar to (4), we can rewrite (5) equivalently as (6) where and " " means that sensor compresses its own data to bits, fuses them and the received bits to bits, and transmits these bits to the next sensor . Besides, as derived in Section III, we can use without information loss, where is an integer satisfying inequality . However, it must be kept in mind that the local fusion results in general are compressed from ( ), that is, from bits to bits; hence, there are at most (rather than ) subsets in possibly observed by the fusion center in the tandem network. Clearly, the tandem network is another basic information structure in distributed decision systems.
Combining the above two basic structures, an arbitrary tree network can be constructed (see Fig. 4 ).
C. Cost Functionals
Since the focus of this paper is on presenting unified fusion rules (so as to obtain optimum fusion rules) and comparing relative merits of fusion rules, suppose that we can always find optimum local compression rules for any given cost functional and any fusion rule (see [1] and Section IV below for details that support this statement). Thus, minimization of a cost functional by a fusion rule depends only on the set of possible final decision partitions produced by the rule. When this set of a fusion rule contains those of all fusion rules, this fusion rule is a unified one. It is optimum if the corresponding sensor rules are optimum given this fusion rule. It follows that the so-obtained optimum fusion rules of this paper do not depend on what test (e.g., Bayes or Neyman-Pearson test) is considered. However, for simplicity of presentation, we only consider Bayesian cost functionals in the sequel.
The Bayesian cost is (7) where each is some suitable cost coefficients; is a priori probability for hypothesis ; and each is the conditional probability of the event that the final decision is equal to while is true, , where denotes , , and for the parallel, tandem, and tree networks, respectively. Substituting the conditional probabilities given into (7) and simplifying yield (8) Our goal is to select an optimum fusion rule and a corresponding set of optimum local compression rules that jointly minimize the cost functional.
D. Polynomial Representations of Decision Rules
In this subsection, we extend the formulation presented in [1] for a distributed binary decision system to the corresponding -ary decision system. All local compression rules , , , are actually indicator functions of the set in . Let and represent the regions over which is compressed to digit 1 and 0, respectively, by the sensor using the compression rule , that is (9) (10) As such, there is a bijective relationship between a pair of local regions and a pair of simple polynomials . Furthermore, a local message , where and or , and , corresponds uniquely to a product polynomial of the above simple polynomials, where , We call a local-message polynomial, which is also an indicator function of a region in . Obviously
A fusion rule partitions the set of (recall ) different -tuples into disjoint subsets generally. There are different such partitions for a parallel network and normally may be fewer for a tandem network (see the analysis at the last part of Subsection II-B). In addition, a fixed fusion rule combining all possible local compression rules can produce infinitely many different final decision regions in a continuous model. The goal of our distributed decision is to find a globally optimum final decision rule consisting of disjoint decision regions for , respectively, that is, an optimum partition of the set of possible -tuples . It follows from the above analysis that every final decision region for uniquely corresponds to a summation polynomial of some local-message polynomials, denoted by . Obviously, they are still indicator functions of a region in since the regions determined by different local-message polynomials are disjoint-for a given observation data one and only one of the values of the local-message polynomials equals 1 and the others are all equal to 0. In other words, we have (11) We refer to as the decision polynomial. otherwise. An decision region is given by which is actually, using the definition of above Thus, the corresponding decision polynomial is Likewise, an decision polynomial can be written as Obviously, two regions and are disjoint. Finally, the decision polynomial must be . Thus, it can be seen that using decision polynomials to represent a fusion rule is much more convenient and simpler than using local messages.
Example 2.3: Now we use the parallel and tandem structures to construct a tree structure as follows:
A fusion rule for this structure is given in Example 6.3, which is actually a unified fusion rule by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
III. UNIFIED FUSION RULES
In this section, extending the results in [1] we present a unified form of the most general fusion rule, referred to as a unified fusion rule, for the aforementioned distributed decision systems. This form includes any fusion rule under the information structure considered as a special case and thus the globally optimum fusion rule also has this form. A fusion rule in this form that optimizes the cost functional is therefore an optimal fusion rule. In addition, this unified fusion rule does not depend on the statistical characteristics of sensor observations or decision criteria. To achieve the global optimal performance, traditionally we find an optimum fusion rule and determine the corresponding optimum sensor rules. As seen from the simple 3-sensor ternary decision examples in Section II, however, the number of possible fusion rules is very large and thus finding optimum fusion rules is computationally intensive and often intractable. Using the result presented in this section, we only need to optimize sensor rules under the unified fusion rule for the given decision criterion and conditional distributions of observations. Therefore, using this fusion rule can save huge computation.
We consider the unified fusion rule for the parallel network first, and then treat each level in a tandem or tree network as a parallel network and obtain the corresponding unified local fusion rule. Finally, the global unified fusion rule for the whole tandem or tree network is composed by all unified local fusion rules. Now suppose an -sensor parallel network is given by (3) . Consider a special case with , that is, the fusion center compresses all received and observed information to a binary code or of length . This case is similar to that of the intermediate node in the analysis around (4). Since is also the fusion center, the general fusion rule is (12) where . Clearly, this fusion rule consists of sub-rules of fusion:
. . . (13) Notice that every is a general fusion rule for an -sensor binary decision system. Recall the basic idea and technique of [1] , where every in fact defines sensor compression rules at the th sensor as follows:
since there are different -tuples for a fixed set of . In other words, the general information structure considered with a completely known amounts to sensor compressing into bits. The corresponding general fusion rule is given in the following unified form . . . (15) where is the th binary decision region for for the general fusion rule given in (12) . This fusion rule has the same optimum performance as that of the fusion center using all compressed local messages from sensors and the uncompressed data to make a binary decision. It follows from Subsection II-B that the corresponding decision polynomials and can be easily obtained from . Now we extend the above idea and technique to an -ary system with . The sub-rules define binary sensor compression rules at the th sensor . We can write them in terms of their polynomials . . . (16) It follows that the corresponding decision polynomials are given by , . Using these polynomials, we define the -ary final decision rule as follows.
First, define a 1-1 correspondence between integers and an -tuple binary code . Suppose is defined by a given for any , . Then we can obtain a polynomial so that (17) where and is given by (18) In the case of , i.e., , we still need to determine local compression rules at the th sensor. The only modification is to define some just for times so that the total number of now is rather than . It follows from the definition of in (15), (16) , and (17) that the decision regions determined by these polynomials and can form any possible partition with members. Therefore, this fusion rule is a unified -ary fusion rule. Note that we do not increase communication by doing so, although we need to determine more optimal local compression rules, which is still tractable in practice.
From the above argument, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1(a):
For the following parallel structure or the fusion rule constructed as above is a unified one: Any fusion rule is a special case of it with some of the local compression rules identically zero or unity (i.e., or ). For convenience of treating tandem and tree networks, we rewrite Theorem 3.1(a) in the following more general version. These two theorems present a unified fusion rule for a parallel network. As mentioned before, when the fusion center integrated with a local sensor in a parallel network can be viewed as an intermediate node in a multisensor network. In addition, the unified fusion rule here and in [1] is nothing but the most general fusion rule that includes all possible fusion rules as special cases in the sense mentioned in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 of [1] . Consequently, we propose a unified fusion rule for a tandem network as follows.
Theorem 3.2: For the following information structure
where " " means that sensor compresses its own data to bits ( , ), a general fusion rule of a unified form can be constructed sequentially as follows: Starting with the last sensor , at each sub-structure " " (if , " " is replaced by " "), we determine a set of unified local fusion rules (or final fusion rule ) by the above method for a parallel network, where is replaced by from in the tandem network and is replaced by if . Proof: Using Theorem 3.1(b), we know that the above fusion rule at each sub-structure " " gives the unified local (or final if ) fusion rule in the sense that any specific local fusion rule in the sub-structure is a special case of it. Therefore, at the top level sensor , the final fusion rule given in this theorem must be also a unified fusion rule.
By Theorem 3.2, it can be verified that the fusion rule given in Example 2.2 is actually a unified fusion rule for the given information structure. More examples are given in the next section. Using Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 together, the corresponding unified fusion rule for a tree network can be given. We illustrate in Example 6.3 how to construct such a unified fusion rule for Example 2.3.
IV. OPTIMUM SENSOR RULES
Given the unified fusion rule of Section III, to have an optimal decision system we need to find the corresponding optimal sensor rules. In this section we extend the results in Sections II and III of [1] to the network decision models here. We first present a necessary condition for local compression rules to be optimum for any fixed fusion rule in the above distributed decision systems, and then propose a Gauss-Seidel iterative algorithm and its discrete version. Finally we give some convergence results to show that the discrete algorithm converges in finite steps to a minimum of the discrete cost functional and that under a mild assumption on the integrand of the cost functional, the global minimum of the discrete cost functional converges to the infimum of the original continuous cost functional as the discretization step size tends to zero. Since the extension here is straightforward except for the formulation, we present the relevant results without argument.
A. A Necessary Condition for Optimum Local Compression Rules
Let and . It follows from Eq. (11) and the same argument as in [1] (i.e., ) that we can write the integrand in (8) where functions and are independent of , , . Now we propose the following necessary condition for optimum local compression rules.
Theorem 4.1: Suppose we have a distributed decision system employing fusion rule (11) . A set of optimal local decision rules that minimizes the cost functional (8) 22) then Theorems 4.1 shows that a set of optimal local compression rules must be a fixed point of the map in (22), which is a solution of the integral in (20) .
B. Iterative Algorithms and Convergence
Let the local sensor rules at the th stage of iteration be denoted by with a given initial rules . Suppose the given fusion rule of (11) is employed. We now consider the following Gauss-Seidel iterative algorithm for the mapping . To facilitate computer implementation of this iteration, we need to discretize the variables. Let the discretization of be given, respectively, by
For each iteration and for , let the -vector denote the values of at the discretization points such that , . Thus, the iteration of (23) where are the step sizes for discretizing the vectors , respectively. Iteration (24) is the corresponding discretized version of the continuous iteration (23) and is readily implementable. A simple termination criterion for this iteration is, for all , and
An alternative is (26) where is some prespecified tolerance. We now examine the convergence of the iteration (23). We have the following theorem on the finite convergence of its discrete Gauss-Seidel iteration process.
Theorem 4.2:
For any positive discretization step size of the elements of and any initial ( . ), the algorithm of (24) terminates at some satisfying (25) after a finite number of iterations.
Outline of proof: The proof consists of two steps. First, we prove that the Bayesian cost decreases as iteration goes. Hence, the cost reaches a minimum after a finite number of iterations. However, this does not imply either the finite convergence of local sensor rules or the attainment of the minimal cost by the algorithm without the convergence of local sensor rules. Second, we can prove the latter convergence by contradiction. A detailed proof follows the same argument as that of Theorem 2.1 in [1] .
Let denote the discretization step size of each element of and be the minimum of the discrete version of . Similarly, we have a convergence result corresponding to Theorem 2.2 of [1] , which states that under mild assumption on the integrand in the above cost functional, as tends to zero the limit of exists and is equal to the infimum of . We omit the details here.
V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF PARALLEL AND TANDEM NETWORKS
In [15] and [17] , some performance comparison results between the parallel and tandem networks were presented. Their main conclusions are: The tandem network is dominant in two sensor case; for cases with more than two sensors, one does not dominate the other in general, but the parallel network outperforms the tandem network asymptotically as the number of sensors goes to infinity, although the value of sensor number at which the parallel network becomes superior is not known. In this section, we give a more reasonable and rigorous comparison.
We only consider cases with more than two sensors because two-sensor parallel and tandem networks are the same if the second sensor in the parallel network and the fusion center are colocated. To fairly compare the performance of various networks in the sequel, we assume that the fusion center in the parallel network is also a sensor and that all other corresponding sensors in both networks transmit the same number of information bits to the fusion center (in the parallel network case) or to the next sensor (in the tandem network case). For notational simplicity, we further assume that every sensor is one-bit sensor. In other words, we compare the performance of the following two decision networks: (27) and (28) Our analysis shows that in general, a dominance between the parallel and tandem networks does not exist no matter how large the number is: There is no dominance between two sets of possible partitions of the joint observation space generated by the parallel and tandem networks, respectively-there always exist partitions generated by one network that cannot be generated by the other-and we can easily construct examples in which the optimal decision region for the centralized is the region that can be generated by one network but not the other.
It follows from (15), (16) , and (17) that the above tandem network is equivalent to the following tandem network: (29) Hence, from the second sensor on, each sensor actually can compress its own observation to two bits first and then fuses them and the received single bit from the previous sensor to a single bit and transmit it out. However, in the above parallel network, every local sensor only compresses its own observation into a single bit and thus there always exist some decision regions generated by the tandem network that in general cannot be generated by the parallel network, such as On the other hand, while the fusion center in an -sensor parallel network can receive information bits from the local sensors, the fusion center in the tandem network of the same number of sensors can only receive a total of a single bit from all other local sensors. It turns out that some final decision regions that can be generated by the parallel network cannot be generated by the tandem network. For instance, the decision region for the parallel network is an example, which cannot be generated by the tandem network since the fusion center here uses more than a single bit information from the first two sensor. Obviously, this situation cannot change even as the number of sensors goes to infinity. In practice, it is rare that a better decision region can only be generated by the tandem network but not by the parallel network because information is compressed much more in the tandem network than in the parallel network. Therefore, in most practical situations, the parallel network often outperforms the corresponding tandem network (see the numerical examples in the next section). However, the tandem network has better survivability than the parallel network, particularly in a war situation: When a fusion center is destroyed, the damaged parallel network above is a set of single-sensor decision makers, but a tandem network would become a smaller tandem network, which would perform in general better than a single-sensor decision maker.
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We consider 3-and 4-sensor detection systems for Gaussian signals in additive Gaussian noise.
A. Three-Sensor System
The hypotheses are where the signals and and the noise , and are all mutually independent, and Hence, the three conditional Probability Density Functions (PDFs) are
In all examples below, we take for , , ,
. As such, the Bayessian cost functional actually becomes decision error probability . As before, the performance of the first case is significantly better than that of the second case.
B. Four-Sensor System
Now we add a sensor with additive noise to the above three-sensor systems. The three PDFs become Example 6.3: We consider the same information structure as that of Example 2.3.
A set of optimum decision polynomials can be constructed sequentially in three steps.
Step I. Using , , and we construct an optimum fusion rule at the last sensor :
Step II. Using , , and we construct the four polynomials of the two optimum local fusion rules , at the sensor
Step III. Substituting the above two polynomials into , and , we get the final decision polynomials with respect to all local compression rules . It can be seen from (15) The ODD costs here are still not far away from CD cost and not sensitive to the initial values.
Example 6.4:
To compare the performance of the above information structure with that of a parallel system, we consider the following structure:
The optimum fusion rule can be constructed similarly as in Example 6.1 and thus is omitted. To run the iterative algorithm, 11 initial local compression rules are needed. The results are for initial values and for initial values
Here it is required to communicate 3 bits and compute 19 local compression rules. The performance appears to be better than that of Example 6.3, where communication of 4 bits and computation of 18 local compression rules are required. In summary, although the distributed decision systems employing our proposed rules have slightly worse performance than the optimum centralized decision systems, the performance differences appear acceptable since they are minor and the distributed systems require much less communication than the centralized; the sensor with the largest SNR should have the least data compression and be built at the same place with the fusion center; and the modified parallel network has a superior performance to the tandem network in most practical situations.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have extended the results on unified fusion rules and optimum local compression rules of [1] to the general distributed network (Bayesian) decision problem. We have formulated two types of elementary multisensor network structures, and shown via examples how to construct an arbitrary tree network by these structures. For networks in which (global or local) fusion center can observe data, we have presented a general fusion rule in a unified form, called unified fusion rule, which includes all possible fusion rules as special cases. In essence, its generality stems from a guarantee of a certain number of (fusion or compression) rules at the (global or local) fusion center, which is achieved by the specific form proposed. We have shown that the proposed fusion rule is unified and general in that it depends on neither the statistical properties of data nor decision criteria. To achieve globally optimum performance, we only need to optimize sensor rules under this unified fusion rule for a given decision criterion and conditional distributions of observations. In this sense, this unified fusion rule is also optimum. We have also made a comparison analysis on the performance of a modified parallel network and the tandem network. In contrast to some statements in the literature, there exists no general performance dominance between them no matter how large the number of sensors is. In practice, however, the modified parallel network often has better performance than the tandem network due to the higher compression of data in the latter. All these results have been substantiated by numerical examples. Further, extension to other distributed decision systems, such as Neyman-Pearson and sequential decision systems, can be made (see [20] and [21] ).
